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Potato is a practical wireless tool that helps in the detection of weak or vulnerable wireless
networks. The tool is capable of detecting many network vulnerabilities such as ‘shimming’,

‘BSSID configuration’, and ‘SSID hopping’ among others. With its ‘BSSID configuration’ feature,
the tool can detect the SSID of the network, which can be used to impersonate the victim to trick

the network into acknowledging the authentication as his. The feature allows you to
automatically select the wifi network to crack based on the SSID or BSSID. For Linux operating
systems, NotPetya combines a suite of code-signing and cryptographic tools with a tool chain

that can be used for easy penetration testing. The tool, known as NotPetya, includes several WiFi
hacking utilities, named WiFiHyena, WirelessReveal, and WiFiCracker that can be installed onto

Linux-based operating systems. The tool is capable of automatically cracking Wi-Fi networks and
searching for vulnerable Wi-Fi networks. To that extent, the tool is useful for penetration testers
and attackers. AirSniff is a lightweight wifi sniffer tool that allows the users to sniff packets on
the air. It does not require administrative privileges. The tool can sniff and decode both IEEE

802.11b/g/n and IEEE 802.11a wireless networks. AirSniff can also be used to decode both the
WEP and WPA security keys. NAWILE is a free WLAN Intelligence (WLANI) tool. It allows you to
monitor and analyze wireless traffic, including: capture, manage, scan, scan, display, network

statistics, and network events. NAWILE can analyze all WLAN types as well as bridged
environments. NAWILE supports 802.11 b/g/n/ac networks and supports both encrypted and

unencrypted networks. It is known for its strong and stable performance and stability on both
Windows and Linux platforms.
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CommView for WiFi is a popular wireless monitoring and packet analyzer tool. It can monitor both
802.11 a/b/g/n/ac networks. It captures all frames and displays useful information as a list. You can
get useful information like access points, stations, signal strength, protocol distribution. It has an

easy to use GUI. CommView WiFi for WiFi monitor and packet analyzer tool helps users to see access
points, stations, signal strength, network connections and protocol distribution. You can get it here

CommView WiFi You may see a login prompt, you can use this to your advantage. Some of the tools
that you can use are burp suite, aircrack-ng, airodump-ng, and kismet. The best tool to hack wifi is

the aircrack-ng suite. You can crack any WPA PSK. You can also secure networks by using airodump-
ng. As you may think burp suite is used by attackers. It is used to hack networks to gather

authentication cookies of the user. You can use it to crack 802.11x passwords. You can even use it to
bypass firewalls. AirCrack is an 802.11 WEP and WPA-PSK program that can recover keys once
enough data packets have been captured. It implements the standard FMS attack and some

optimizations like Korea attacks and the all-new PTW attack. Need similar software for Windows
Then, Download Wifi Hacker Ultimate Latest Version. Airtools is a wifi packet sniffer/lurker that lets

you analyze traffic and steal wireless network keys without modifying settings. It’s fully working
802.11(a/b/g/n) with a fully-working support of external tools like the airmon-ng and the iwconfig. It

has a GUI/Console with a “WLAN sniffer” that includes several options for setting your security.
Moreover, it supports auto-connect by TAP interface and ifconfig proxy. You can view the captured

packets in either a hexadecimal editor or a GUI-based viewer. 5ec8ef588b
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